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Riesbeck (0) wrote: Hi, I find the plot is a bit

strange and slow paced, but the characters are
great. I'm certainly looking forward to when the
film is released in Germany. Hermann Weber (0)
wrote: Often I see a great movie and I'm there,

but I never get home in time to see the film. I will
give THIS movie a shot. Hopefully I'm not

disappointed! Rajan (0) wrote: I think The world is
a bad and cruel place. I think taking life for

granted is wrong, for any human being. I think
people should live their life and live it to the
fullest. I think I'm a good guy, though I am a

drama student. So, My point here is I think I'm a
good guy but I'm a bad person because I did

things wrong. But I did not kill anyone and also I
was not responsible for other peoples mistake and

I said this because every day we say bad words
about each other and nobody says a good word
about anyone. Robert Mosby (0) wrote: A great

film, has a lot of thought provoking ideas behind
it. A clever and stunning way to communicate.

Blake P (0) wrote: The best film of the year so far.
It is a great introspective look into what it means
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to be a man. I think as a society we are willing to
let men go to far, we will watch "The Emoji

Movie", "The Machine Gun Preacher" but not "A
Man in the Room". c6a93da74d
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